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Ansrnacr

New values are reported for the Gibbs energies of formation from the elements for
hydrocerussite Pb(OH),'(PbCO.), and hydrozincite IZI(OH),1..(ZnCO.),. These AGf values
were obtained from electrochemical cells without liquid junction. We determined AGf
[Pb(OH),.(PbCO,),(s)] -1699.8 -f 1.6 kJ/mol for hydrocerussite and AGf
{ [Zn(OHI].'(ZnCO.),] : -3163.3 -t- 4 kJ/mol for hydrozincite. These results allow future
electrochemical cell experiments to be performed to determine the AGf values of other
hydroxycarbonate minerals using either the Pb amalgam-hydrocerussite or the Zn amal-
gam-hydrozincite as reference electrodes. These reference electrodes provide a strategy for
establishing Gibbs energies for phases with two different anions, which are geochemically
interesting but difficult to study experimentally.

INrnonucrroN tons (Smith et al. 1995) with over 80Vo of this Pb used
Garrels (1957) noted that the paragenesis of some hy- for lead-acid batteries. However, only about 760 000 met-

droxycarbonate minerals, ru"n 1t hydrocerussils ric tons of Pb was recovered from such batteries in 1992.

tPb(OH)r.(PbCO,)r(s)1, was inconsistent with the contem- The unaccounted Pb was presumably lost to the environ-
porary thermodynamic data. Hydrocerussite is rare in ment. The dispersion of metallic Pb is going to increase
soils relative to the mineral cerussite [PbCO.(s)], and if current zero-emission vehicle policies are enacted in
Garrels adjusted the experimental Gibbs energy of hydro- California, Michigan, and Massachusetts. This policy re-
cerussite iccordingly. This adjustment remained in the quires that an appreciable fraction (l-2Vo) of the new
literature for many years until the original results of vehicles sold in a state must have no detectable emission
Randall and Spencer (1928) were augmented by other of air pollutants from the tailpipe (Sperling 1995; Brady
careful solubiliiy experiments (see Bilinski and SchinAle. et al. 1998). A leading technology proposed to satisfy this
1982; Taylor and Lopata 1984). Solubility experiments policy requires electric cars with lead-acid storage batter-
on these solids, however, are enormously difficuit because ies. In addition, hydrocerussite is a surprisingly common
the results are sensitive to the speciation model chosen to precipitate in experimental Pb-NarSOo-NaHCO. solutions
interpret the data (see discussion by Bilinski and Schin- (Marani et al. 1995). In this paper, we return to Garrels'
dler 1982). In this paper, we employ an electrochemical conjecture and use the new thermodynamic data to pro-
cell method to determine the Gibbs energies of formation vide a geochemical explanation for the relative distribu-
of hydroxycarbonate minerals simply and directly. The tion of hydrocerussite and cerussite in soils.
cell method is applied to the environmentally significant
mineral hydrocerussite and verified using hydrozincite ExpnnrunNTAL METHODS

{ [Zn(OH),]..(ZnCO.),(s)], but the method can be extend- Solid samples
ed to other hydroxycarbonates, allowing relatively simple The hydrocerussite used was a synthetic powder pur_
Gibbs energy of formation determinations to be made for 

"nur"a 
f.o,,' trtuttinckrodt (Lot 6MUB no. 5709). ihe

many of these complex double-anion r used was identified as .,zinc carbonate ba_
Although hydrocerussite is rare in s

russite, hydrocerussite is found to be i 
:mika (no' 96466' Analysis no' 323007)'

uct of native Pb (Jprgensen and willer 
))' a sample of natural hydrozincite from

a potentially enonnous environmental 
which was purchased from ward's Nat-

mated domesric use of pb in ree2 was I 220 000 metric commercial nro.:?Hl#:"i,,t:hjJj;::: J3:11Jif,:
x presenr address: schlumberger-Geoeuest, 1515 poydrasAv- form in which they were purchased without crushing or

enue, Suire 900, New Orleans, Louisiani 70f 12, U.S.i. E-mail: acid pretreatment. The mineralogical purity of the mate-
mercy@new-orleans.geoquest.slb.com rials was confirmed by comparing X-ray diffraction
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Taele 1 . Steady-state and standard-state voltages f rom electro-chemical cell experiments used in calculating the Gibbs energies
of formation and reaction

Cell E(v) E"(V)
m,(m) m.(m\

(K,CO") (KOH) pH
"v- 1.

(KOH) (K,CO.)
AG9 AG?

(kJ/mol) (kJ/mol)
'I

2

b

D

0 6890
o 6771
0 6330
0 6290
0  6130
0 6400

0 6640
0.6585
0 6390
0 6390
0 6250
0 6460

0.050
0.1 00
0.208
0 104
0 052
0.208

0 050
0.100
0  109
0 054
o 027
0  109

12.7
1 3  0
1 3 0
1 2 7
'12 4
1 3  0

0.737
o 703
0 679
0 703
o 740
0 679

0 525
0 459
o 407
o 467
0 536
o 407

384 3
-381 2
1823 7
1 8 1 8  I
'1775I

-  1838.8

-1701 4
1698 3
3150 7

-3149  1
-3134.8

3155  I

(XRD) patterns to those of JCPDS reference samples no.
13-131 and no. 19-1458. Both the natural and synthetic
hydrozincite were found to be pure, but XRD revealed
the presence of minor amounts of PbCO.(s) and
Pb(OH),(s) in the hydrocerussite.

Electrochemical cells

We performed two sets of electrochemical cell experi-
ments (Table 1). The first set, cells no. I and 2, were
designed to determine values of AGi tPb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s)l
and to establish the Pb(Hg)[2-phase]lPb(OH),.(PbCO.),
(s)lOH (aq),CO3 (aq) electrode (here referred to as the
Pb-amalgam-hydrocerussite electrode) for use in later ex-
periments. In a second set (cells A through D), we used
the Pb-amalgam-hydrocerussite electrode as a reference elec-
trode to determine values of LGo {lZn(OH),1..(ZnCO.),(s)}.
Cell voltages were measured with a Tektronix DM 2510G
digital multimeter calibrated with a Leeds and Northrup
K-3 potentiometer and a bank of four standard cells, each
of which was traceable to the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST).

Cell diagrams and cell reactions

The cell diagram for the cell used to determine AG!
for hydrocerussite is:

Pb(Hg)[2-phase]lPb(OH),. (PbCO,),(s)IKOH (aq, m,)

x K,CO,(aq, m,)lHgO(s)lHg(1). (1)

The postulated half-reactions for these cells are:

3Pb(Hg)t2-phasel + 2OH-(m,) + 2COl @,)

e+ Pb(OH),.(PbCO,),(s) + 6e (2)

and

6e + 3HgO(s) + 3H,O(1) <+ 3Hg(1) + 6OH-(n,). (3)

The net cell reaction is:

3Pb(Hg)[2-phase] + 4K*(2m, t m) + 2CO3 (m,)

+ 3HgO(s) + 3H,O(1)

<+ Pb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s) + 3Hg(1)

+ 4K,(2m. + m) + 4OH (m,) (4)

where we have added 4K*(2m, + m) to both sides of the
equation so that the net reaction is written in terms of

complete electrolytes. Application of the Nernst equation
to the complete cell reaction yields:

E : E0 - (RZ/nF)ln[a!r,,r-,*-,e[n o)la!<*e-,*-,t

x a2.o1r,.,a|,s1n). (5)

Introducing mean activity coefficients (i.e.,

12.*o" :  Jr , 'Jos 11x,co.  :  1 i - ' "Y""3 ) ,

and setting the number of electrons exchanged (n) equal
to six to Equation 5 yields:

E : Eo - RZ6F)lnlmilm'?,l - GZ/6f)

X ln[^Y l*onr"o., - r* - ; | 1 
ut*r.o 

r1uq.z-.t ^,ldit otr:]. (6)

Mean-ionic activity coefficients and HrO activities are
calculated using the Pitzer ion-ion interaction model
(Plummer et al. 1988).

The free-energy change of the reaction, AGi is related
to ,Eo for the cell reaction by

AGg : -6FEo (1)

for reaction 4. From the cell reaction we have:

acg : AGo/[Pb(oH),. (PbCO.),(s)]

+ 4AG?[KOH(aq)] + 3AGl(tHg(1)1

- 3AGi tPb(H g11 - 2 A,GIIK,CO. (aq)l

- 3AG][Hgo(s)] - 3AG!tH,o(1)1

: -6FEo (8)

from which AG?IPb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s)l can be calculated.
The cell diagram for cells A through D is:

Zn(Hg)12-phase, saturatedll [Zn(OH),]. . (ZnCO.),(s)

x lK,CO.(aq, m,), KOH(aq, m,)l

Pb(OH), x (PbCO.).(s)lPb(Hg)[2-phase]. (9)

The postulated half-reactions, which involve the conver-
sion of Zn to hydrozincite and the conversion of hydro-
cerussite to Pb are:

5zn(Hg)[2-phase, saturated] + 6OH-(n,) +2COl @).

e [Zn(OH),].. (ZnCO,),(s) + 10e

and:

(10)
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Hgo(s)
Pb(Hg)[2-phase]
Zn(Hg)[5%, saturated]
K"CO"(aq)
KoH(aq)
Pb(oH),.IPbco3]'
Zn2'(aq)
oH (aq)
co3 (aq)
PbCO3(s)
PbCO"(s)
co.(g)
H,O(t)

Taele 2. Gibbs energies of formation values used in
calculating AG? {[Zn(OH)"]..(ZnCO.),(s)],
AG9[Pb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s)],  and equil ibr ium
constants for Eouations 17-20

Species
AG?

(kJ/mol)

teresis in voltage vs. cuffent reversibility tests. These tests
involved measuring the voltage response of the cell to an
applied current. The absence of hysteresis, as exhibited
by a linear relationship between voltage and cuffent, is
considered strong evidence for reversibility in the cell
reactton.

Cell construction

The electrochemical cells were constructed by methods
described in Ives and Janz (1961) and Rock et al. (1994)
and have no liquid-liquid junctions. The inside surfaces
of the cell compartments were coated with Dow-Corning
silicon fluid no. 200. Teflon-covered platinum electrode
leads were inserted into the cells through small openings
in the cell basins and were glued to the cells with Varian
Torr-Seal epoxy. The platinum electrode leads were sol-
dered to copper wires outside the cells. The region from
the cell body to just below the platinum lead inside the
cell was covered by melting small pieces of paraffin
around the base of the cell compartment. In this way ep-
oxy was isolated from the cell components.

The two-phase Pb amalgam (5 wtvo Pb) and the two-
phase Zn amalgam (saturated) were prepared in the lab-
oratory for use in the cells. The Zn and Pb metals were
first cleaned by soaking overnight in dilute (-0.01 m)
nitric acid. Clean Hg was measured into clean glass con-
tainers and the appropriate amounts of metals were then
added. The amalgams were then covered with argon and
0.Ol M nitric acid, and then sealed and allowed to react.
Approximately 2 g of metal amalgam were added to the
appropriate cell comparlments, which was enough to cov-
er the platinum wire in each cell. After the amalgams
were added to their respective cell chambers, each cell
was filled with electrolyte solution and the solid phases
were added. Table 1 shows the electrolyte composition
for each cell. The experiments were performed with vary-
ing ionic strength in order to test Nernstian behavior. The
solutions were prepared using reagent-grade KOH(s) and
KrCO.(s), and the electrolyte concentrations were verified
by analyzing for dissolved K using a Thermal Jarell-Ash
inductively coupled plasma atomic-emission spectrometer
and by determining the hydroxyl-ion concentrations using
a glass electrode. All solutions were stored under Ar to
exclude COr. The solid salts were then added carefully
to prevent migration of solids from one cell compartment
to the other. After the solids were added, the cells were
purged again with argon and then capped and sealed with
Parafilm. We found no evidence of amalgam oxidation
and the amalgams were mirror bright in the cell
compafiments.

Experimental conditions

Cells no. I and 2 were kept at laboratory temperatures
until day 80 when they were placed in a bath at25 -+ 0.2
"C. The results reported are those obtained after the cells
were placed in the temperature bath. In contrast, the hy-
drozincite cells (A through D) were stored continuously
in a water bath maintained at 25 -+ 0.2 "C. For cells A

-58 40
1 1 3
0 0

-1094 32
-440.50

-1699 80
147.260

-157 328
527 90
o z c _ J J /

-628 0
-394 375
-237.18

Wagman et al (1982)
Wagman et al (1982)
Wagman et al. (1982)
Wagman et al (1982)
Wagman et al (1982)
This study
Robie et al. (1978)
Robie et al (1978)
Robie et  a l .  (1978)
Robie et al. (1978)
Taylor and Lopata (1984)
Robie et al (1978)
Robie et al. (1978)

Pb(OH)..(PbCO.),(s) + 6e <+ 3Pb(Hg) + 2OH (m,) +
2COi- (m,). (11)

The postulated net cell reaction is:

SKOH(aq, 2m.-t m) + 15Zn(Hg) + 5Pb(OH),

x (PbCO.).(s) e 15Pb(Hg)[2-phase] + 3[Zn(OH),],

x (ZnCO.),(s)+ 4K,CO,(aq,2m, )- m,) (r2)
where we add 8K*(2m, + m) to both sides of the equa-
tion in order to express it in terms of complete electro-
lytes. Application of the Nernst equation to Equation 12
using mean activity coefficients and solution molalities
yields:

E : Eo - (RT/30F)lnlmJm?) - G?/30F)

X ht .or"o.1r-, * ^r/"lo rKoH(2nr + nr)].

For this reaction, Equation 7 becomes

AG9: -30FEo.

From Equations 12 and 14 we obtain:

AGI : 3L,Gor{lZn(OH),1. . (ZnCO,),(s) }

+ 15Ac?(Pb(HgX2-phasel)

+ 4LGorlKaCO,(aq)l

- | 5 A,Go,(Zn(Hg)[2-phase, saturated] )

- 8lc9tKoH(at)J
- 5AG?[Pb(OH),. (PbCO.),(s)]

: -3OFE". (15)

The AGf value for hydrocerussite together with the
available AG'Q y61usr for the other reactants and products
in Equation 15 are listed in Table 2; these data are used
to calculate the AGi value for hydrozincite. The cell re-
action was demonstrated through Nernstian response of
the electrode and through the absence of significant hys-

(  13)

(r4)
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Frcunn 1. Voltage vs. time plot for cell 2.

through D, voltages were read every 12 h for the first 12
d and every 6 h for the remainder of the experiment (96
d total). Immediately following disassembly, the cell pH
values were measured and the cell solution and solids
were analyzed.

Rnsur,rs
Hydrocerussite (cells I and 2)

Cell voltages rose sharply in both cells for the first 8
to 20 d. Cell no. | (mro" : tltr,c:o.: 0.050 n) achieved
a steady-state voltage around day 8 and maintained that
voltage until approximately day 50, when the voltage be-
gan to slowly decrease. Periodic low-amplitude voltage
fluctuations (-2-3 mV), whose cause was unknown,
were observed from day 60 to day 80. For cell no.2, a
steady-state voltage was achieved after day 80 (Fig. l)
when the cell was placed in a 25.0 "C temperature bath.

The relatively large experimental drift in these cells
undoubtedly relates to temperature fluctuations in the lab-
oratory; a near-constant voltage value was reached after
the cells were placed in a constant-temperature bath. The
average steady-state voltages and solution compositions
are reported in Table 1 for all cells.

Experiments to determine the cell reversibility in-
volved determination of the reproducibility of the relation
between cell voltage and current. We found small
amounts of hysteresis (-2 mV) in cell no. 1 (Fig. 2a),
but very little hysteresis in cell no. 2 (Fig. 2b), indicating
that the cell reaction is reversible to within the precision
of our experiments.

The AGi values calculated for each cell (Table 1) using
Equations 6 through 8 differ by only 0.l5vo, and the av-
erage values for AGf [Pb(OH),.(pbCO.),(s)] = - 1699.8
-r1.6 kJ/mol. Activity coefficients and other data used to
calculate this value are compiled in Tables I and 2.
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Frcunn 2. Voltage vs. current reversibility plot for (a) cell I

and (b) cell 2.

Hydrozincite (cells A-D)

Cell voltages in the hydrozincite cells increased for ap-
proximately 10 d before reaching steady state. Once
achieved, however, the steady-state voltage was nearly
constant for a period of between 30 to 96 d (Fig. 3) after
which each experiment was ended and the corresponding
cell was disassembled. Steady-state voltages in cells A

a

o)
o)(o

o

q)
O)
(5

o

b

0)
o)
(II

o
f i  n  i s h  s t a  r t
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through D allowed calculation of an average E and L,Gi
using Equations 13 through 15. In determining the E val-
ues, only the voltages from the interval between 10-30
d were used because cells A and C became unstable after
days 55 and 30, respectively. Cells B and D maintained
steady-state voltages until disassembly, but only the time
range 10-30 d was common to all cells.

Table 1 lists the AG! values calculated for each cell
and their corresponding AG! values. These experiments
with hydrozincite had much better temperature control
than did the experiments with hydrocerussite, and thus
the largest source of uncertainty in the estimates of AG!
arises from estimates of the activities of KOH(aq) and
K,CO,(aq). The estimated molalities of KOH(aq) and
KrCO.(aq) vary by a factor of -2-5Vo over the long ex-
perimental times. These differences arise from slow drift
in solution pH caused by dissolution of the solid and,
perhaps, slow absorption of CO,(g) into the solution
through the cell cap. The drift was as large as 1.5 pH
units only for cell C, which had the smallest buffering
capacity. To bound the uncertainty in AGi values, we in-
cluded this drift in electrolyte composition in our calcu-
lations. The initial electrolyte composition was well-con-
strained from the amount of KOH(s) and KrCO.(s) used
to prepare the cell solutions. The composition at the end
of the experiments was deterrnined by analyzing the fil-
tered electrolyte solution for pH and for dissolved K. The
molalities of KOH(aq) and K,CO.(aq) could be calculated
from this information. We assumed that the drift in mo-
lality with time was linear.

Drscussrou
Gibbs energies of hydrocerussite

Most values of AGPIPb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s)] found in
compilations of thermodynamic data (e.g.. Latimer 1952;
Naumov et al. 1974; Woods and Garrels 1987; Wagman
et al. 1982) are traceable to the original solubility exper-
iments of Randall and Spencer (1928) or to reinterpreta-
tion of this work by Garrels (1957). Garrels (1957) in-
creased the value for AG|[Pb(OH),.(PbCO3),(s)] cited in
Latimer (1952) by noting the relative abundance of ce-
russite and hydrocerussite in soils. The key geochemical
reactlon ls:

3PbCO,(s) + H,O(D e Pb(OH),'(PbCO,),(s) + CO,(g).
(16)

In Equation 16, note that the equilibrium constant reduces
to the activity of CO,(g) for pure minerals and dilute
water, which in most cases at the Earth's surface reduces
to the partial pressure of CO. (P.o,).

The source of Latimer's (1952) estimate for AG!
[Pb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s)] was not given, but was probably
from Randall and Spencer (1928), which was cited else-
where in the Latimer (1952) text. The original Randall
and Spencer (1928) work was a set of solubility experi-
ments that required estimates of AGi values for other re-
actants and products to yield a value for LG?

0 6 4

0 6 3

^  n A ?

0 6 0

0 5 9
2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  1 0 0

Days

Frcunr 3. Voltage vs. time plot for cell B, which was typical
of cells A-D.

the Randall and Spencer (1928) work to yield AGrr

lPb(OH)''(PbCO.),(s)l : -1711.0 kJ/mol' The original
Randall and Spencer (1928) result required cerussite to
be unstable relative to hydrocerussite at P"o, < 10-18 atm.
Garrels concluded that hydrocerussite must be stable at a
much lower P.o, value, perhaps l0 " atm, to account for
the scarcity of this mineral relative to cerussite at the
Earth's surface. Garrels (1957) reduced the AGP for Equa-
tion 16 by -12 kJ/mol and this conection yields a AGi

lPb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s)l : - 1699 kJmol.
Two recent high-quality experimental efforts refined

the value of AGf [Pb(OH),'(PbCO,),(s)]. Taylor and Lo-
pata (1984) reported AG: tPb(OH),.(PbCO.),(s)l :
-1705 t 11 kJ/mol from solubility experiments. Bilinski
and Schindler (1982) also reported solubility experiments,
though they did not present a value for AGI

tPb(OH),.(PbCO,),(s)1, and showed convincingly that the
equilibrium for Equation 16 can be shifted to produce
either cerussite or hydrocerussite at Earth surface condi-
tions depending upon the choice of the speciation model
for dissolved Pb. This sensitivity of solubility experi-
ments to speciation models is avoided in the electrochem-
ical cells that we employ here. Our experimental value
for AGf [Pb(OH),'(PbCO.),] : -1699.8 + 1.6 kJ/mol is
in close agreement with the values reported by Garrels
(1951) and by Taylor and Lopata (1984).

Gibbs energies of hydrozincite

The AG! values for Equation 15 derived from cells A,
B, and D lie within narrow range (tO2Vo relative). The
AG! value for cell C, which had the most-dilute electro-
lyte solution and therefore had the smallest pH-buffering

q)

g  0 6 1
o

lPb(OH),.(PbCO,),(s)1. Naumov et al. (1974) interpreted capacity, was significantly lower (by 0.427o relative to
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the others). Conducting the experiments at different ionic
strengths (i.e., different activities of HrO) provides a ver-
ification of Nernstian response. Our electrochemically de-
termined value for LGi {tZn(OH)r1,.(ZnCO,),(s)} :
-3163.3 + 4 kJ/mol (based on cells A, B, and D).

Schindler et al. (1969) reported experimental solubility
products for the reaction:

Zn(OH),,,(CO.)o.u(s)

: Zn'*(ag) + I.28 OH (aq) + 0.36 CO,, (aq) (Il-)

and:

Zn(OH),,(CO,)o*(s)

: Zn'*(aq) + 1.2 OH-(aq) + 0.4 COi (aq) (18)

as K"o : 10 r44 and K"o : 10 r18s, respectively, atl :0.3
m (see also Zachara et al. 1989). To extract a Gibbs en-
ergy from this data, the solubility constants must be cor-
rected by an activity coefficient model to infinite dilution,
which we have not attempted to do here.

Alwan and Williams (1979) interpreted the chemistry
of natural mine waters that were assumed to be in equi-
librium with hydrozincite. They reported a solubility
product for Equation 18 of K., : 10 laeaol. Conclusions
from this field study depend strongly on the speciation
model chosen to a greater extent than the solubility stud-
ies of Schindler et al. (1969) that were conducted with
relatively simple solutions. When this experiment is re-
evaluated using thermodynamic data (Table 2), a value of
L,Gi {[ZI(OH),]..(ZnCO.),] : -3161.5 kJ/mol is ob-
tained, which is in good agreement with our experimental
value of AGi {[Zn(OH).]..(ZnCO,)*] : -3163.3 + 4]y;,l
mol.

Paragenesis of hydrocerussite and cerussite in soil
Any explanation for the paragenesis of hydrocerussite

must explain its relative rarity compared to cerussite in
soils and the ease with which hydrocerussite is precipi-
tated from experimental solutions at pH > 7. To account
for the appearance of these minerals, we return to the
analysis of Garrels (1957) and evaluate an equilibrium
constant for Equation 16 using the valus of AGf
lPbCO.(s)l : -625.337 kJ/mol from Robie et al. (1979)
and other data compiled in Table 2. Using these values,
we calculate AGP : 19.0 kJ/mol (for Eq. 16), which cor-
responds to Ko : 10 3 33 - P"o,. However, using the more
recent value of AGo, [PbCO.(s)] : -628.0 kJ/mol from
Taylor and Lopata (1984), a value of AGo, : 2j.O kJ/mol
is obtained for Equation 16, which corresponds to p.o, :
l0 4' atm.

These P.o, values for equilibrium between cerussite
and hydrocerussite straddle the prediction of Garrels
(1957) of P.n, : 10 a atm and lie very close to the partial
pressure of CO, in the atmosphere (P.o. : l0-3s atm).
Clearly, using the best available thermodynamic data, we
cannot resolve which of these two solids, cerussite or hy-
drocerussite, forms from exposure of pb minerals to the
atmosphere.
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function of pH at P.o. : 10 r5 atm for a solution that is open to
exchange of CO, with the atmosphere. The lines correspond to
Pb'?-(aq) activities in equilibrium with cerussite and hydrocerus-
site with two AGro [Pb(OH), (PbCO.)r(s)] values were used to
illustrate the sensitivity of the result to the choice of thermody-
namic data for hydrocerussite. The variation in the activity of
CO3 (aq) is also shown. As one can see, hydrocerussite is always
more soluble than cerussite, which is thermodynamically more
stable. (b) The variation in the activity of Pb.*(aq) as a function
of pH with a total dissolved carbonate concentration of 10 5 m
for a solution that is closed to exchange of CO, with the atmo-
sphere The lines correspond to Pb.*(aq) activities in equilibrium
with cerussite and hydrocerussite; the variation in the activity of
CO] (aq) is also shown. Hydrocerussite becomes considerably
less soluble than cerussite at pH > 7 where the P.o. values are
greatly reduced from l0 " atm.

Hydrocerussite paragenesis, however, can be explained
if the P.n, value of the weathering solution is not con-
stant, but is well below the atmospheric value. The rela-
tive solubilities of cerussite and hydrocerussite as a func-
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tion of pH are reversed if the aqueous solution is closed
rather than open with respect to COr. Consider the spe-
ciation calculations shown in Figures 4a and 4b where
the activities of Pb'z*(aq) and COI (aq) are shown as a
function of solution pH for solutions in equilibrium with
cerussite and hydrocerussite. Inclusion of other species of
dissolved Pb'* would not change the essential result.

In Figure 4a, the P.o. value is fixed at the atmospheric
level (10 3s atm), and hydrocerussite is consistently more
soluble; i.e., equilibration of hydrocerussite with this so-
lution yields a higher activity of Pb'*(aq) than does ce-
russite. The solubilities are. however. similar and can be
reversed through a different choice of AG., [PbCO.(s)],
as noted above. The important point is that one does not
predict a change in the relative stabilities of cerussite and
hydrocerussite for solids exposed to the atmosphere.

In contrast, a solution that is closed to exchange of
CO,(g) with the atmosphere has a higher variable P.o,
value, which leads to a reversal of the relative stabilities
of cerussite and hydrocerussite as pH increases (Fig. ab).
Hydrocerussite becomes more stable than cerussite at pH
> 7 for a solution with a total dissolved carbonate con-
centration of 10 5 n. This solution corresponds to H,O
that was initially open to atmosphere and subsequently
closed as pH increases, In summary, hydrocerussite forms
from solutions where the P.o. value decreases with in-
creasing pH. Closure could result from development of
an armoring surface layer that is impervious to gaseous
CO, or to depletion of the CO, through chemical reaction
at a rate greater than it could be replenished through dif-
fusion by the soil pores.
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